
Improves roof ventilation 
when used with our breather membranes

Illiminates wind slate rattle

Prevents broken and slipped slates

Low impact offers the ideal solution 
for listed and conservation buildings

Versatile

Improves the performance of any 
slate roof by over 200%

40 year guarantee

LOW PITCH SLATE SYSTEM 
ANY SLATE 12

as low as

deg

ANY SLATE & ANY SYSTEM

Improves the ventilation of the roof 
through the slates when used with 
breather membrane. Cushions the 
slates and reduces breakage. Improves 
wind up lift and eliminates slate wind 
rattle.

400mm long & 100 per box.

500mm long & 100 per box.

600mm long & 100 per box.

3000mm long & 20 per pack.

Will remain permanently watertight 
and eliminates the verge batten rot 
that causes the loss of slates, using our 
unique flexible super seals.
The best looking slate dry verge 
available that even allows for a 
cambered edge. No need for 
undercloak. Works at low pitch. Fast 
efficient & maintenance free.

3mtr long & 10 lengths per pack.

Made from the highest grade high 
impact plastic and incorporating our 
unique super seals that completely 
weather proof the roof on a pitch as 
low as 12 degrees. 

Installation over the battens is a fast 
and cost effective soaker system that 
will work on dormer cheeks without a 
saddle and will not stain the roof like 
lead.

3mtr long & 10 lengths per pack.

Made from the highest grade high 
impact plastic and incorporating our 
unique super seals that will perform at 
a low pitch. Easy valley is low 
maintenance as the slates cannot slip. 
Installation over the battens saves 
time and even allows for dormer 
valleys. Easy Valley cap makes every 
valley look perfect. The unique cover 
system will improve the performance 
of the valley by increasing the flow of 
water. Even badly cut valleys always 
look perfect.

3mtr long & 10 lengths per pack.

Suitable for all types of slate, all 
profiled tiles and metal & corrugated 
sheeting. 

Permavent Easy Tray incorporates our 
unique clip that allows the easy 
installation of bird comb when used 
with profiled tiles.

1.2mtr long & 10 lengths per pack. 600 
per pallet.

EASY SLATE EASY VERGE
Continuous dry verge for slateSide check for slates Continuous soaker system for slate Dry valley system for slates Unique eaves protection

EASY SOAKER EASY VALLEY EASY TRAY

slate roof by over 200%

40 year guarantee

“The Permavent Easy Slate system significantly improves the resistance of 
both natural and fibre cement slates to wind driven rain.”

BRE (Building research establishment - Test report 273-259)
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